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Claims 1 and 3-12 are pending and are all rejected. Claim 2 is canceled. All of the

claims are on appeal and are set forth in the Claims Appendix.

STATUS OF AMENDMENTS
x

The claims stand as amended by the Applicants' submission under 37 C.F.R. § 1.111

of July 30, 2007. There were no non-entered amendments after final.

SUMMARY OF CLAIMED SUBJECT MATTER

Applicants recommend that the Board begin by reading the "Background" section of

the Argument, which is not a summary of the claimed subject matter, but relevant to its

understanding.

In the following description, the abbreviation "RN" stands for "reference numeral".

The present application deals with semiconductor-bsised detectors for, e.g., charged

particles or photons (see, e.g., page 1, lines 5-8). In particular, the detectors are designed to

detect the approximate position at which a particle impacts the detector (see, e.g., page 1, line

5). Detectors according to the present application have a surface region with an amorphous

layer (see, e.g., page 6, lines 11-12; page 6, line 31 - page 7, line 9; Fig. 1, RN 2; Fig. 2, RN

2) and a structured metallic layer (see, e.g., page 5, lines 21-22; page 6, lines 1 1-23; Fig. 1,

RN 4; Fig. 2, RN 4), where the structure of the metallic layer is continued into the amorphous

Germanium layer (see, e.g., page 3, lines 20-22; page 5, lines 29-31; Fig. 1, RNs 2, 4; Fig. 2,

RNs 2, 4).

Claim 1 relates to a position-sensitive detector (see, e.g., page 5, lines 18-22; Fig. 1,

RN 1; Fig. 2, RN 1) for measuring charged particles comprising a crystalline substrate and a

surface region (see, e.g., page 5, lines 18-22; Fig. 1, RN 1; Fig. 2, RN 1), the svirface region

comprising an amorphous layer (see, e.g., page 6, lines 11-12; page 6, line 31 - page 7, line 9;

Fig. 1, RN 2; Fig, 2, RN 2) with a structured, metallic layer disposed above it (see, e.g., page

5, lines 21-22; page 6, lines 1 1-23; Fig. 1, RN 4; Fig. 2, RN 4), wherein the structure of the

metallic layer continues through the amorphous layer (see, e.g.. Fig. 1, RN 5; Fig. 2, RN 5)
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and at least partially into the crystalline substrate {see, e.g., page 3, lines 20-22; page 5, lines

29-31; Fig. 1, RNs 2, 4; Fig. 2, RNs 2, 4).

Claim 12 relates to a method ofproducing a position-sensitive detector for measuring

charged particles {see generally, page 6 lines 31-32), comprising: providing a crystalline

substrate; disposing on the substrate an amorphous Germanium layer {see, e.g., page 6, lines

31-33; Fig. 1, RN 2; Fig. 2, RN 2) disposing on the amorphous Germanium layer a metallic

layer {see, e.g., page 6, line 33-page 7, line 2; Fig. 1, RN 4; Fig. 2, RN 4); removing portions

ofthe metallic layer, the amorphous Germanium layer and the crystalline substrate such that

at least one structured electrode is formed {see, e.g., page 7, lines 2-7; Fig. 1, RNs 2, 4 and 5;

Fig, 2, RNs 2, 4 and 5).

The foregoing summary of the claimed subject matter is not intended to be limiting or

to refer to all potential supporting material.

GROUND OF REJECTION TO BE REVIEWED ON APPEAL

The following groiinds of rejection are to be reviewed on appeal:

1. Claims 1 and 3-10 and 12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Hamacher

et aL (Performance of position -sensitive germanium detectors in nuclear reaction

experiments, Nuclear Instruments & Methods in Physics Research, Vol. A295, no. 1-2

(October 1990), pp. 128-132) in view of Luke et al (Amorphous Ge bipolar blocking contacts

on Ge detectors, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. 39, no. 4 (August 1992), pp.

590-594).

2. Claim 1 1 is also rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Hamacher in view of

Luke, and argued separately.

3. Claim 8 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 1 12 ^1 for lack ofwritten description

support.

ARGUMENT

A. Background

The present application deals with semiconductor-based detectors for, e.g., charged

particles or photons {see, e.g., page 1, lines 5-8). In particular, the detectors are designed to
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detect the approximate position at which a particle impacts the detector {see, e.g., page 1, Une

5).

Such detectors can be produced from, e,g., crystalUne Germanium having a structure

on both sides {see, e.g., page 1, lines 15-20). The Germanium has multiple electrical contacts

on either side. When a particle strikes the detector, it creates an electron-hole pair {see, e,g.,

page 1, lines 22-24). The electron and hole each migrate to a nearby oppositely charged

contact, causing a current to be measured {see, e.g., page 1, lines 24-25).

Contacts might be structured as follows. On one side of the detector, for example, a

series of strips could be formed, separated by grooves {see, e.g., page 3, lines 10-17). On the

other side of the detector, another series of strips could be formed, but running perpendicular

to the strips on the other side {see, e.g., page 3, lines 10-17).

In the past, such detectors were manufactured using Boron implantation for one side

of the detector, and Phosphorous implantation for the other side {see, e.g., page 1, lines 18-

20). Phosphorous implantation, however, produced radiation damage in the crystal,

decreasing its effectiveness {see, e.g., page 2, lines 1-6). The radiation damage could be

reduced by heating to a tempering temperature, but this in tum caused the diffusion of

contaminants into the detector {see, e.g., page 2, lines 8-20).

One attempt to avoid the problems associated with Phosphorous implantation was the

use ofan amorphous Germanium layer {see, e.g., page 4, lines 27-32). The layer was applied

to a substrate, and a metal layer was applied with a strip structure {see, e.g., page 4, lines 27-

32). However, experimentation showed that such detectors exhibited a comparatively poor

energy resolution and a relatively large number ofmeasurement errors in the energy

measurement {see, e.g., page 5, lines 1-5).

B. The Prior Art Context

Pending claims 1 and 3-12 currently stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over

Hammacher, et al, "Performance of position-sensitive Germanium Detectors in Nuclear

Reaction Experiements Nuclear Instruments & Methods in Physics Research, Vol. A295, no.

1-2 (October 1990), ("Hammacher") in view of Luke, et al.. Amorphous Ge Bipolar Blocking
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Contacts on Ge Detectors, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. 39, No. 4 (August

1992), pp. 590-594 ("Luke").

The Hammacher reference (1989) is entitled "Performance ofposition-sensitive

germanium detectors in nuclear reaction experiments", and names the first inventor, Mr.

Protic, as a co-author.

The Hammacher reference discusses Germanixmi-based detectors generally. It does

not teach or suggest at any point the use in the detector ofan amorphous laver. Rather,

Hanmiacher is cited for the disclosure of Fig. 1, which shows a method ofproducing a

Germanium detector. This method uses a contact having structured Aluminum on top of

Boron. The figure shows the step of "transferring the structure into the semiconductor

material by etching". The Boron contact used by Hanmiacher was known to have excellent

properties, and indeed is still used today. See Protic Declaration, 11115-6 and 9-10.

The Liike reference (1992) is entitled "Amorphous Ge Bipolar Blocking Contacts on

Ge Detectors". Luke discusses forming electrical contacts using sputtered amorphous

Germanium on Ge crystals. Luke teaches that the amorphous Germanium layer is

unstmctured, as shown in Fig. 8 of Luke, which is reproduced here:

In fact, the authors ofLuke suggest that the amorphous Germanixmi layer should be

left intact to form as a passivation layer:

I n 1 11 1 1

1

mask

...the a-Ge coating which was also deposited on the side of the

device during formation of the a-Ge was left intact to fiinction

as a surface passivation layer.

WASH_4928580.1
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Luke published a later paper ("Amman", 2007) in which he and others evaluated the

use of amorphous Germanium (Evidence Appendix, Attachment 2), and in which he again

suggested that amorphous Germanium be left intact to function as a passivation layer:

Furthermore, the inter-contact surfaces for both contact types

should be passivated to obtain long-term detector stability,

thereby necessitating additional processing steps. An
altemative technology capable of producing position-sensitive

detectors is the amorphous-semiconductor contact developed at

LBNL. With this technology, the contacts are formed by first

coating all surfaces of the Ge crystal with a thin film of high-

resistivity amorphous Semiconductor (typically Ge or Si).

Metal layers in the desired pattem are then deposited on top fo

the amorphous layer to complete the contact fabrication....The

advantages of this technology are...(3) complete surface

passivation, since amorphous Ge (a-Ge) layers are commonly
used for Ge passivation.

Amman, p. 887. Thus, Luke teaches the use of an amorphous Germanium layer, but

teaches that it should be left unstructured to form a passivation layer.

Not only was there a teaching in the art to use iinstmctured amorphous Germanium as

a passivation layer, there was also an belief that amorphous Germanium fiinctioned relatively

poorly with respect to energy resolution. As is noted in the specification of the instant

application at page 5, lines 1-5:

However, experiments have shown that in the case of the

above-named detector with the structured metallic surface, only

a comparatively poor energy resolution can be achieved.

Furthermore, a relatively large number ofmeasuring errors

occur in the energy measvurement.

The declaration ofDavor Protic confirms the belief in the art at the relevant point in

time, ^eeini 11-12.

This belief is fiirther confirmed by the Amman publication at page 889, which states:

Despite the substantial success achieved with Ge-based

detectors fabricated using amorphous-semiconductor contacts,

issues remain to be resolved before the full potential of the

devices will be realized in large-scale instruments. These issues

include excessive leakage at temperatures significantly above

that of liquid nitrogen, leakage current degradation with

-6-
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temperature cycling, and charge collection to inter-contact

surfaces. The excessive leakage current issue was discussed in

the previous section and, can be addressed through the

development £ind optimization ofthe a-Ge/Ge/a-Si detector

configuration and other similar structures. Cycling temperature

of an amorphous-contact Ge detector fi-om cryogenic

temperature to room temperature and then back to a low

temperature again typically causes the leakage current ofthe

detector to increase at the operating temperature. Such

temperature cycling is unavoidable in the detector evaluation

and instrument assembly process. The gradual increase in the

leakage caused by this cycling can ultimately lead to degraded

energy resolution.

]n simmiary, the Hammacher reference teaches the use of a structured Boron-based

contact, but does not suggest the use of amorphous Germanium. The characteristics ofthe

Boron contact were known to be excellent. The Luke reference teaches the use of an

unstructured amorphous Germanium layer, and teaches that the layer should be left intact for

passivation purposes. It was believed in the art at the relevant point in time that amorphous

Germanium provided a relatively poor contact with respect to energy resolution. There is no

prior art of record that teaches (1) that there was motivation to improve the blocking contact

of Boron; (2) that there was an expectation that amorphous Germanium would improve the

already excellent qualities of Boron, (3) that ifused, the amorphous Germanium should layer

should be structured or (4) that the structure of the amorphous Germanium and metal layers

should continue into the substrate. It was only through the Applicants' teaching of a

structured amorphous layer that the surprising increase in energy resolution was revealed.

C. The Rejection Over Hammacher In View Of Luke Is Improper

1 . The Rejection Of Claims 1,3-10 and 12 Was Improper

Applicants submit that the application should be allowed for two reasons. First, the

Examiner improperly discounted the evidence of non-obviousness contained in the

declaration ofDavor Protic, submitted January 31, 2008 (Evidence Appendix, Attachment 1).

Second, if the declaration of Protic and supporting references are considered in view of the

actual teachings of the prior art, it is clear that motivation to combine the Hammacher and

Luke references did not exist. In fact, there was an active belief that the use of an amorphous

layer as part of a contact would reduce the energy resolution of the detector.

WASH_4928580.1
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The Declaration Of Protic Was Improperly Discomited

In the Office Action mailed April 15, 2008, the Examiner entered but discounted the

declaration ofDavor Protic, stating on page 6:

The declaration under 37 CFR 1.132 filed 3 1 January 2008 is

insufficient to overcome the rejection of claims 1 and 3-12

based on Hammacher et al. in view ofLuke et al. as set forth in

the last Office action because it refers only to the system

described in the above-referenced application and not to the

individual claims of the application. Thus, there is no showing

that the objective evidence ofnon-obviousness is

conmiensurate in scope with the claims. See MPEP § 716.

The Examiner's reasoning appears to be referring to the requirement of"nexus"

between certain evidence of non-obviousness and the claims of an application. In some

instances, it is appropriate for the Office to require a nexus between the claims and the

evidence, in order to ensure that the evidence is relevant to the question of obviousness. For

example, if an applicant presents evidence of the conmiercial success of a product

incorporating an invention, it is appropriate to require evidence that the claimed features

produced the success, as opposed to a good marketing campaign.

In the present case, however, the declaration of Protic was not submitted to present

this type of evidence. Instead, it was presented to rebut the particular motivation to combine

Hammacher with Luke put forward by the Examiner. Specifically, the Examiner had

reasoned that a person of skill in the art would combine Hammacher with Luke in order to

provide Hammacher with a good blocking contact. The declaration of Protic responds to this

specific finding, providing evidence that (1) such motivation did not exist, see IfTf
5-8, and (2)

that there was an belief that the use ofamorphous Germanium would degrade the energy

resolution of a detector, see ^11-12.

Thus, the Protic declaration is directly tied to the Examiner's reasoning. Applicants

respectfiiUy submit that, if the Protic declaration is not relevant to the claims under

examination, then neither is the Examiner's motivation to combine references.

WASH_4928580.1
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No Motivation To Improve Blncking Contact

The Examiner combined Hammacher with Luke, reasoning that a person of skill in the

art would be motivated to provide Hammacher with a good blocking contact. Applicants

respectfully submit that this is a straw-man argument having little relation to reality. As

explained by Mr. Protic, the Boron-doped contact of Hammacher already provides an

excellent contact. See Protic Decl. 6, 8 and 11-12. There was, therefore, nothing

motivating persons of skill in the art to improve upon the blocking contact qualities ofwhat

was already known.

As explained by Mr. Protic, the following features are of interest with regard to a

detector:

• Of importance is the accuracy in the energy measurement.

• Of importance is to provide a detector with a good energy resolution in the

measurement.

• Of importance is to provide a dvirable detector.

• It is often of importance to provide a detector with a good positional

resolution.

See Protic Decl. 1[7.

Typically, blocking contacts are provided to reduce the leakage current, which can

affect the energy resolution of the device. See Protic Decl. ^9. At temperatures where

Germanium detectors are used commercially, however, the leakage current of a detector is

quite small. See Protic Decl. TflO. There was therefore no motivation to provide better

blocking contacts for these sorts of detectors at the relevant point in time, because doing so

would not have improved the energy resolution. See Protic Decl. ^10.

As further evidence of this. Applicants submitted as Attachment 2 to their January 31,

2008 supplemental response a newer article by Luke, with the citation M. Amman, P.N. Luke,

S.E. Boogs, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 579 (2007) 886-

890 ("Luke II").

According to this article, page 887, left column, paragraph 1, Luke teaches:

-9-
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The standard contact technology for such a detector consists of

a Li-dififused n+ contact and a B-implanted p-h contact. Both

contact types are robust, can withstand high electrical fields,

and lead to a low charge carrier injection.

The phrase "[l]ead to a low charge carrier injection" means that the leakage current is

small.

Moreover, Hammacher itselfmakes no reference to the Boron contact as a blocking

contact, nor does it express any desire for a better blocking contact than Boron.

Amorphous Germanium Was Believed To Decrease Energy Resolution

There was further no motivation to combine Hammacher with Luke at the relevant

point in time, because a person of ordinary skill in the art would have expected an amorphous

Germanivmi contact to decrease the energy resolution ofthe device. Thus, there was an active

disbelief that the invention would work at the relevant point in time.

As explained by Mr. Protic, experiments carried out by others with a contact of

structured metal on top of an unstructured, amorphous Germanium layer resulted in a

relatively poor energy resolution. See Protic Decl. ^flf
11-12; see also top ofpage 5 of present

application.

Thus, the person of ordinary skill in the art would have had no incentive to combine

Hammacher with Luke. He or she would have expected that the replacement of Boron-doped

contacts with amorphous Germanium contacts would have decreased the energy resolution of

the device, while not appreciably decreasing the leakage cvirrent over the already good Boron-

doped contact.

The present application differs firom the prior art at least in that it teaches the use of a

stractured amorphous layer. In reality, a person of skill in the art would have had no basis to

believe that there would be any significant difference between a structured or unstructured

amorphous layer. Since the person skilled in the art expected a poor energy resolution with

the use of an unstructured layer for the above mentioned reasons, it was not obvious for a

person skilled in the art that the subject matter of claim 1 would lead to a detector with a

significantly improved energy resolution.

WASH 4928580.1
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Importantly, the Examiner has not cited a single prior art reference that suggests that

energy resolution can be increased by providing a structured, amorphous layer. Rather, the

balance of the evidence ofrecord suggests that an amorphous Germanixmri layer, regardless of

its structure, will perform poorly. Teachings regarding the difference between a structured

and unstructured amorphous layer appear to be missing from the cited art.

It is believed that a structured amorphous layer was first used by the present inventors,

and that the surprising benefits of this feature were unknown to a person of skill in the art at

the time the invention was made. See Protic Decl. f 12.

Therefore, it would not have been obvious to combine Hammacher with Luke to

arrive at claims 1, 3-10 or 12.

2. The Rejection Of Claim 1 1 Was Further Improper

Claim 1 1 is fiirther patentable over the combination ofHammacher and Lxike. Claim

1 1 specifies that "the mutual spacing is less than 20 ^im." Neither Hammcher nor Luke

disclose or suggest this feature.

The Examiner points to Hammacher as disclosing spacing less than 100 |a,m. But this

is not disclosure of the more specific 20 ^im. The references therefore can not be used to

establish aprimafacie rejection per MPEP § 2143.03, because not all limitations are taught

by the combination ofreferences.

D, Rejection of Claim 8 Under 35 U.S.C. § 1 12 ^[1 Is hnproper

Claim 8 was also rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 1 12 ^1. The specification clearly teaches

the application of an amorphous Germanium layer by sputtering or vapor deposition followed

by the application of a metal layer at page 6, line 3 1 - page 7, 1. 9. The method does not

recite that the layer is subsequently doped, but rather that the metal electrode is

"subsequently" applied, whereas the doping step for the Boron doped layer at the opposite

side of the detector is specifically recited. See p. 7, lines 7-9. The Applicants must be able to

claim at least that which is specifically recited: an undoped amorphous layer deposited prior

to metallization.

WASH_4928580.1
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Summary

Applicants respectfully submit that the claims should be allowed, because there is no

case ofnon-obviousness under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a). When the evidence and prior art are

properly taken into account, there is no motivation to combine the Hammacher and Luke

references. In fact, there was an active belief that the use of amorphous Germanium would

lead to decreased energy resolution.

Respectfully submitted.

Date

FOLEY & LARDNER LLP
Customer Number: 22428

Telephone: (202) 295-461

8

Facsimile: (202) 672-5399

Pavan. K. Agarwal

Attorney for Applicant

Registration No. 40,888

Matthew A. Smith

Attorney for Applicant

Registration No. 49,003
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CLAIMS APPENDIX

1 . A position-sensitive detector for measuring charged particles comprising a

crystalline substrate and a surface region, the surface region comprising an amorphous layer

with a structured, metallic layer disposed above it, wherein the structure of the metallic layer

continues through the amorphous layer and at least partially into the crystalline substrate.

2. (Canceled)

3. The position-sensitive detector according to claim 1, wherein the amorphous

layer is formed from germanium or silicon.

4. The position-sensitive detector according to claim 1 , wherein the metallic layer

comprises aluminium, palladium or gold.

5. The position-sensitive detector according to claim 1, wherein the substrate is

formed of germanium, silicon or a III-V compound.

6. The position-sensitive detector according to claim 1, wherein the structure of

the metallic layer is formed from segments having a mutual spacing of less than 200 jim.

7. The position-sensitive detector according to claim 1, wherein the amorphous

layer is disposed on a semiconductor material.

8. The position-sensitive detector according to claim 3, wherein the amorphous

layer is not doped.

9. Tomograph or Compton camera with a detector according to claim 1

.

10. The position-sensitive detector according to claim 6, wherein the mutual

spacing is less than 100 ^m.

1 1 . The position-sensitive detector according to claim 6, wherein the mutual

spacing is less than 20 |xm.

12. A method ofproducing a position-sensitive detector for measuring charged

particles, comprising:

providing a crystalline substrate;

WASH_4928580.1
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disposing on the substrate an amorphous Germanium layer;

disposing on the amorphous Germanixmi layer a metallic layer;

removing portions of the metallic layer, the amorphous Germanium layer and the

crystalline substrate such that at least one structured electrode is formed.

WASH_4928580.1
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EVIDENCE APPENDIX

The evidence appendix contains the following attachements, which were submitted on

Janaury 31, 2008 as Attachments 1 and 2 to the Applicants' amendment. The Attachments

were entered into the record and discussed with the Examiner's action of April 15, 2008.

Attachment 1: Declaration of Inventor Davor Protic, together with Exhibits 1 and 2,

submitted 1/31/2008, executed 1/21/2008.

Attachment 2: M. Ajnman, P.N. Luke, S.E. Boogs, NUCLEAR Instruments and Methods
IN Physics Research A 579 (2007) 886-890 ("Luke 11").

-15-
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THE UNITED STATES PATENTAND TRADEMARK OFFICE
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DECLARATION UNDER 37 C.F,R> S 1>132

I, Davor Protic, do hereby declare as follows.

2. I am a co-inventor named in the captioned application, and was employed 38

years by the current assignee ofthe application up to 30.April 2007. Since I.Mai 2007 1 have

been a pensioner.

3. I have a Master of Science degree in Solid State Physics given from the

University ofZagreb, Croatia.

4. I have more than 30 years ofexperience developing semiconductor-based

position sensitive detectors for charged particles or photons.

5. At the time the present application was originally filed, it was weU-known that

a detector comprising a Boron doped contact was a durable detector with an excellent energy

resolution in the measurement. This is still true today.

6. As evidence of this, I have attached as exhibit 1 a Web-site print out from

www.ortec-online.com. Ortec is a well-known producer and seller ofcorresponding

detectors. As shown m the Web site in the bullet points near the top ofthe first page, ORTEC

002.1431267.1
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is using a Boron ion implanted outer contact. According to the Ortec-document, the contact

is ^'ultra stable". A corresponding detector shows a lot of excellent properties.

7. The following features are ofmost interest with regard to a detector in the field

ofthe application: (1) of importance is the accuracy in the energy measurement; (2) of

importance is to provide a detector with a good energy resolution in the measurement; (3) of

importance is to provide a durable detector; and (4) it is often of importance to provide a

detector with a good positional resolution.

8. However, a person skilled in the art is never interested in improving detector

blocking contacts, since such detectors, in the commercial m^ketplace, do not need better

blocking contacts.

9. Detectors in the commercial marketplace do not need better blocking contacts

because, in the typical operating environment, better blocking contacts would not increase the

energy resolution. The energy resolution ofa detector depends on many fectors. One factor is

the leakage current ofa detector. The leakage current ofa detector depends on the operating

temperature and the blockmg contact.

1 0. The leakage current ofa detector is small ifthe operating temperature is low.

This is especially true for detectors made ofGermanium, The typical operating tenq>erature of

a detector made ofGermanium is 77 K and consequently low. As a result, the leakage current

is low. Under these circumstances, it is therefore not possible to increase the energy

resolution in the measurement by providing better blocking contacts. Thus, a person skilled in

the art is especially not interested in better blocking contacts.

1 1 . Furthermore, there is really no motivation to replace Boron as a contact. As

stated at the bottom ofpage 4 and the top ofpage 5 ofour application, experiments have been

performed by other groups to provide amorphous Germanium contacts. In these experiments,

a structured metal layer sits on top ofamorphous Germanium. The structure ofthe metal

layer, however, was not carried through to the amorphous Germanium layer. The results of

these experiments showed that a relatively poor energy resolution was achieved, and that a

large number ofmeasurement errors occurred.

002.1431267.1
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12. A person of skill in the art would have known this at the time the application

was filed, and therefore would have believed that replacing the Boron contact with an

amorphous Germanium contact would yield a poor energy resolution. It was surprising to

discover, on the other hand, that continuing the structure ofthe metallic layer through the

amorphous Germanium layer into the crystalline bulk Germanium actually improved the

energy resolution above that ofunstructured amorphous Germanium layer( as described at

point 1 1 ).

13. I hereby declare that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true

and that all statements made on information and belief are beUeved to be true; and further that

these statements are made with knowledge that willfiil felse statements and the like so made

are punishable by fine or inq)risonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title XVIII ofthe

United States Code and that willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of this

Application for Patent or any patent issuing thereon.

Davor Protic

002.1431 267.1
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Detector Element

GAMMA-X Germanium (HPGe) Coaxial Detectors
(in PopTop Capsule or Streamline Cryostats)

For Compton-suppressed gamma spectroscopy, for measurements involving

spectroscopy over the widest energy range, and in any situation where neutron da
is likely.

• Efficiencies to over 100% .

• PopTop flexibility

• Spectroscopy from 3 keV to 10 MeV
• ULTRA thin, ultra stable boron ion implanted outer contact

• IHIgh resistance to neutron damage
• Customer-repairable for neutron damage (option)

• Excellent timing characteristics

• Ideal for Compton-suppressed gamma spectroscopy

• Be window supplied with protective cover; Al or carbon fiber window option available •

additional charge
• High-rate indicator

• PLUS preamplifier option for ultra-high-rate applications

• Automatic high-voltage shutdown protects preamplifier input FET

The GAMMA-X detector is a coaxial Germanium (Ge) detector with an ultra-thfn entrance wir

While most coaxial detectors have entrance windows from 500- to lOOO-pm thick, the entrai

window of the GAMMA-X detector is a 0.3-Mm-thick, ion-Implanted contact. Ion implantation

results in a totally stable contact which will not deteriorate with repeated cycling.

Figure 8 compares ORTEC's GAMMA-X and GEM detector elements. The GAMMA-X detector

element depicted is different from that of the GEM detector because the former's starting m
is n-type germanium.

The GAMMA-X detector is the only Ge spectrometer designed for both gamma- and x-ray

spectroscopy with high precision and efficiency for both. This point can be illustrated by com
the GAMMA-X detector with a LEPS and with an HPGe coaxial detector ( Fig. 9 ). The GAMMA-
detector offers a combination of the performance of the LEPS at low energies and a coaxial

detector at high energies.

High* and Low-Energy Performance of the GAMMA-X Detector

The high-energy performance of a GAMMA-X detector is defined by its relative efficiency,

resolution, and peak-to-Compton ratio at ^Co.

The low-energy performance of this detector is defined by its resolution at 5.9 keV, its active

surface area, and the detector window thickness.

The thickness of the entrance contact of the GAMMA-X detector is described by the ratio of t

areas of two peaks of a readily available source. The peaks chosen are those of the 88-keV

http://www.ortec-online.com/detcctors/photon/b2_2.htm 1/12/2008
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gamma rays from the ^®^Cd and of the 22.16-keV Ag K x rays from the same source. The
warranted window attenuation ratio

Wg = peak area at 22.16 keV
peak area at 88 keV

Is 20. Obviously, the ability to see and measure the resolution accurately at 5.9 keV speaks
eloquently of the thinness of the entrance window.

Figures 10-12 show a comparison of the low-energy performance of a GEM HPGe coaxial de*

(Fig. 10), a 5-cm active area, 10-mm-deep LEPS (Fig. 11), and a GAI^MA-X detector (Fig. i;

In the GEM coaxial detector the thick (~700 pm) lithium-diffused outer contact completely a

the Ag K X rays of the ^°^Cd source (Fig. 10). Only the 88-keV gamma-ray line is visible. In
GAMMA-X detector, the entrance window of the detector element itself Is 0.3 pm thick. The /

rays are perfectly visible, with excellent peak-to-valley ratios (Fig. 12). The very low-energy
escape peaks In Fig. 12 are totally missing In Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows the spectrum as obtai

with an HPGe detector expressly designed for work at energies below 100 keV: a 5-cm activ

area, lO-mm-deep LEPS. The spectra of Figs. 11 and 12 are quite similar.

Beryllium Window

Detectors supplied with 2-3/4-ln.-diam endcaps (10 to ^35%) are supplied with 2-ln;-diam I

windows; those supplied in 3-l/4-in.-diam endcaps (^^30 to 65%) are supplied with 2-1/2-ir

diam Be windows. These windows are 0.020 in. thick and have a transmission coefficient of

at 5.9 keV. (Low-background carbon fiber windows are optional. See Figure 22 for transmiss

characteristics of the Be and carbon.fiber windows.) Detectors In 3-3/4-in.-dlam. endcaps ('^

100%) receive 3.3-ln.-dlam, Be windows which are 0.030 In. thick.

Guaranteed Performance at 5.9 keV

To achieve good energy resolution at 5.9 keV, the technology of this state-of-the-art detectc

must be well understood by the manufacturer. Resolution specifications stated only at 14 or

keV can be misleading and may be indicative of having failed to master the technology.

High-Voltage Shutdown and Hlgh*Rate Indicator

GAI^MA-X detectors have high-voltage shutdown and high-rate indicator protection features.

LN2 supply is exhausted and the detector begins to warm while high-voltage bias Is applied i

using the Model 659 Bias Supply )^ the high voltage automatically shuts off, thus protecting t

FET from damage.

This Is accomplished with a temperature sensor (located on the mount behind the detector)

shuts down the high voltage before the molecular sieve can outgas and cause a dangerous h

voltage arc. Using the high-leakage current of a warming detector to shut down the high vol

can result in FET and detector damage.

Neutron Damage Resistance

In the GEM detector. In which the outer contact is positively biased, hole collection dominat€

charge collection process; in the GAMMA-X detector, electron collection Is the dominant proc

http://www.ortec-online.coni/detectors/photon/b2_2.h.tm 1/12/2008
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Fast neutrons generate hole-trapping centers; that is, negatively charged defects that trap h

but not electrons.

Therefore, the GAI^MA-X detector. In which the hole collection process Is of secondary impor

Is basically less sensitive to radiation damage than coaxial Ge devices in which the hole colle

process is of primary importance. These theoretical considerations have been experimentallv

confirmed.^

Figure 13. a plot of the 1.33-MeV FWHM resolution as a function of fast neutron fluence for I

GAMMA-X and a GEM detector of the same efficiency, shows that the GAMMA-X detector is fi

more resistant to fast neutron radiation damage.^ As noted ^ the detector temperature affect

radiation damage resistance to fast neutrons.

It should be noted that once severe radiation damage has occurred, the "longest mileac

obtained by avoiding cycling the detector to room temperature.^ This is true for either p- or
Ge detectors. However, for slightly damaged GAMMA-X detectors ('vQ.i keV degradation), p
or even leaving the detector warm for an extended period, will have no unfavorable effect.^

GAMMA*X detectors should be maintained at a temperature as close to 77 K as possible to

minimize the extent of radiation damage. Therefore a streamline cr/ostat, with one less thei

connection, is a better choice than a PopTop for this purpose.

Customer-NeutronrDamage-Riepairable Detectors

Repair of neutron-damaged GAMMA-X detectors can be performed at any of our worldwide r

facilities, or by you in your own laboratory. Contact us for information about our Customer-

Neutron-Damage-Repairable GAMMA-X detectors.

Options of Interest

• PLUS preamplifier option for ultra-high-rate applications.

• Carbon fiber window or all-aluminum endcap — on request, no additional charge.

• Non-PopTop low-background versions of the GAMMA-X detector are available.

• X-CQOLER II option for pr-actlcal LN2-free cooling.

Ordering Information

GAMMA-X Germanium (HPGe) Coaxial Detector* (Non-PopTop or PopTop)
For GMX Detector in PopTop capsule, add "P4" to the model no. [e.g., GMX10P4-70]
Endcap diameter must be specified, see Endcap Diameter Options [e.g., GMX10-70,

GMX35P4-76]
FW.02M/FWHM Specification is Typical, NOT Warranted

Model No.

Relative

Photopeak

Efficiency

(«W»)

Resolution

Peak-to-

Compton
Ratio

Peak Sliape^

Endi

DIam
OptI'

@>5.9 keV

(eV FWHM)

(3^1.33 MeV
(keV

FWHM)
FW.IM/
FWHM

FW.02M/**
FWHM

GMXIO 10 600 1.80 40:1 1.9 2.6 -7

GMX15 15 635 1.85 44:1 1.9 2.6 -7

GMX20 20 650 1.90 48:1 1.9 2.8 •7

GMX25 25 690 1.90 48:1 1.9 2.8 -70, .7

http://www.ortec-onUne.coni/detectors/pbotoii/b2_2.htm 1/12/2008
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GMX30 30 715 1.90 52:1 1.9 2.8 -70, -7

GMX3S 35 730 ,1.95 55:1 2.0 3.0 -70, -7

GMX40 40 760 1.95 59:1 2.0 3.0 •76,

GMX45 45 800 2.0 60:1 2.0 3.0 -76,

GMX50 50 800 2.2 58:1 2.0 3.0 -8

(keV

FWHH)

GMX60 60 1.10 2.3 56:1 2.0 3.0 -83,

GMX70 70 1.10 2.3 60:1 2.0 3.0 -9

GMX80 80 1.10 2.3 63:1 2.0 3.0 -9

6MX90 90 1.20 2.4 64:1 2.1 3.1 -9

GMXIOO 100 1.20 2.5 64:1 2.2 3.2 -9

Options

-A
For PopTop Capsule with 1.3 mm thick Al Window, add "-A" to the model no.

[e.g., GMX90P4-9S-A] (see Table 3 for transmission data)

Carbon Fiber Window (see plqwre 2?i for transmission data)

-RB
Reduced Background PopTop Capsule with Carbon Fiber Endcap, add "-RB" to the model numbei

GMX90P4-95-RB]

•RB-B
Reduced background PopTop capsule with Be Window in Cu Endcap, add ^^-RB-B" to the model n

(e.g., GMX10P4-95-RB-B1

-PLUS
Ultra-high-count-rate Preamplifier, add "-PLUS" to the model number

(e.g., GMX90P-95-PLUS for PopTop or GMX90-95-PLUS for Non-PopTop]

SMART-l-N SMART-1 detector option for negative bias detector. To order, add SMART-l-N as a separate llni

*AII GAMMA-X PopTop detector capsules include sealed detector element, preamplifier, high-

voltage filter, and a Be window 0.02 Inches thick and with diameter ^ that of the detector.,

element. Useful energy range Is 3 keV to 10 MeV.

tFWHM = Full Width at Half Maximum; FW.IM = Full Width at One-Tenth Maximum; FW.02r

Full Width at One-Fiftieth Maximum; total system resolution for a source at 1000 counts/s

measured In accordance with ANSI/IEEE Std. 325-1996, using ORTEC standard electronics.

**TyplcaI Value. Specification is In eV for efficiencies <60% and thereafter In keV.

NOTE: For those familiar with HPGe detector specifications, you will notice that ORTEC now <

ONLY "first category" detector specifications. Recent process improvements now make this

possible.

2R.H. Pehl, N.W. Madden, J.H. Elliott, T.W. Raudorf, R.C. Trammell, and L.S. Darken, Jr., "Radiation Damage

Resistance of Reverse Electrode Ge Coaxial Detectors," IEEE Trans. Nucl Scl. NS-26, Nl, 321-23 (1979).

3H.W. Kraner, R.H. Pehl, and E.E. Haller, "Fast Neutron Radiation Damage of High-Purity Germanium Detectoi

IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sd. NS'22, Nl, 149 (1975).

4T.W. Raudorf, R.C. Trammell, and Sanford Wagner, "Performance of Reverse Electrode HPGe Coaxial Detectc

Ught Damage by Fast Neutrons," IEEE Trans, Nucl. Sd. NS-31, Nl, 253 (1984).
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Abstract

Gennanium-based deieciors are the standaxd lecfanology used for gamma-ray specuoscopy when high effictency and exoellent energy

resolution axe desired. By dividing the electrical coniacis on these detectors into segmenu, the locations oT the gamma-ny interaction

events within the detectors can be detennioed as well as the deposited energies. This enables simultaneous gainnia*s«y tmagisg and

spectroscopy and leads to applications in the areas of astronomy, nuclear physics, environmeoial remediaUon. nuclear nonproUTeratlon.

and homeland security. Proidudag the Ane>pitched electrode segmentation often required for imaging has been problemactc in the past.

To address this issue, we have developed an amorphous-semloonductor coniact leehnology. Using this technology, fully passivated

detectors with closely spaced contscu can be produced using a simple fabrication process. The current state of the amorphous-
semiconductor contact technology and the GhaUengn that remain are given in this paper.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All righu reserved.
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Keywords: Gummu-ray tmu^ng: Gamma'cay fpectroscopy; OermaniuK dcteoior; Onhogoiul scrip: PosUion sensing

!• Introdoctioii

I'hcre are several advantages for choosiog high-purity

Gc for gamma-ray spectroscopy. These include (1)

commercial availability of large detector volumes (10 cm
diameter boulcs), (2) ability to fully deplete thick detector

layers (> 1 cm), (3) relatively high atomic number, (4) near-

perfect charge collection, and (5) favorable charge genera*

tion statistics. The fir^t three advantages lead to high

detection efCciency and the latter two to excellent energy

resolution (<0.2% FWHM at 1.33 MeV). However^
because of the small bandgap energy of Ge, the detectors

do require cryogenic cooling (to near lOOK) in order to

reduce the thermal generation of electron-hole pairs that

tend to obscure the small signal current generated by the

gamma*ray interactions.

*"nus trcearch wai lupponed by NASA Cooirect NNO04WF321 uod
the US Depa/imenl of Energy under Conrracf no. DE-AOn2-0SCKl 1231.

*Correspasdiiis author. Tel.: 1 310486 S638: fax:-*- ] 5104865857.
E'lnail address: Mur1(_Ainninn(ix^Ib|.gov (M. Aromuo).

Ol68>9003/$.«ee froM mailer Ot*^ 2007 Bsevier B.V. AO righti reserved.

doi:l0.10lfi/j.niraa 2007.09.)07

Combining gamma-ray imaging with spectroscopy forms a

powerful tool for basic scientific research and practical

radioisotope detection and characterization. Canuna-ray
imaging often relies on detectors that can accurately

determine the location of the gamma-ray interaction events

within the detector volumes as v^ll as the deposited energies

[1]. The development of high spectroscopic performanoe

Ge-based imaging instruments has been hampered in the past

by dinkultics in producing such position-scnsitivc detectors.

The subject of tliis paper is the detector technology

developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL) that enables the simple production of Ge-based
^mma-ray detectors with fine spatial resolutioii. In parti-

cular, we describe the amorphotis-semlconductor contact

technology (2*9|, its advantages, and the developmentaJ

work that remains to be done.

2. Afflorpboua-semlooaductor coauets

A simple single-element Ge gamma-ray detector (see

Fig. la) consists of a block of high-purity Ge matenaJ in
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which n + and p -I- impurity-doped eiectrical contacts have

been rabricated on opposite sides of the block. The detector

is operated as a TuUy depleted reverse*biased diode, and

spectroscopy is performed by measuring the elearoo-hole

pair charge generated by each gamma-ray interaction event

within the detector, stifii^atj- conlttgl^intdffi&ffibgygtor

&4mplafltBd p-H contarf Botb^cootacfe^typeMiefmlMist^- \

.Gas>'wftftstsnd:high:elBBlrfe^Mdi^•-a»l^^ r

' caxTdBi^^&jeotion.

To produce a position-sensitive detector for imaging

appUcaiions, the elccxricai contacts on the detector arc

divided into segments as shown in Fig. lb. This can be

readUy done on the B*implanted contact [10.11] but is

problematic on the Li-difTused side because of the contact

thickness and the continued Li diftusion into Ge at room
temperature. Furthermore, the inter-contact surfaces for

both contact types should be passivated to obtain long-

term detector stability, thereby necessitating additional

processing steps. An alternative uchnology capable of

a Li-diffused n>
(*1 mm thicK)

Side surface
passjvatlon

B-implanted p-**

(-0.1 um thick)

Metal

(-0.1 Jim thick)

\
V.

Amorphous
Ge or Si WV VW

<-0.1 fim thick) «
T T T T

Fig. 1. Gtnnamum-bajcd gumnm-rey deleclor configuralioas. (a) Con*
ventional titopte plunar detector with Ll-dimised anode and B-tmplaoiea
cathode, (b) Podiioiwcenntive deteaor produoed using the convtntionni

contact twhnologies. (c) Position-scasitive detector produced luing the

ttmorphou»-icmicoDductor coataei technology.

producing position^scnsttive detectors is the amorphous-
semiconductor contact developed at LBNL. With this

technology (see Fig. Ic), 'liiBiOOKaaatKax^SiBS^

coating.afl^sugfeocs of. the. 0e- CKystBl:.wstti^a- Xlta fihiKrofit

'^ffljl^fBalAlivicy
*

' wasisfikonxBkSBSitdeBnit^^ '

'

•or" SsV- Metal layers in the desired pattern are then

deposited on top of the amorphous layer to complete the

contact fabrication. The physical contact area in such a

detector is defined by this tow-resistivity metallization.

However, most of the important electrical properties of the

contact structure arc dictated by the amorphous-semicon*
ductor layer and the amorphous*semiconductnr to crystal-

line Ge interface. The advantages of this technology are (1)

fabrication simplicity, (2) thin contact dead layers. (3)

complete sur&oe isassivaticm, siaoe amorphous Oe (arOc)

. la^pen axev uwumcaiiy - toed' Cor Oe passivatiaa, • (4) fine

achievable contact pitches, and (5) tnpolar blocking

contacts. Much of the remainder of this paper will

focus on describing how the contacts function and the

improvements needed to make this a more widely adopted
contact technology.

The amorphous-semiconductor contacts on Ge behave

much like Schonky mctai-scmiconductor contacts with

electron and hole barriers to charge injection typically

equal to about half the bandgap energy of Ge. Conse-
quently, the contacts can block the injection of both types

Of charge carriers, and the same contact can therefore

operate with low leakage current under either bias polarity.

This is in contrast to conventional tmpifrityKloped contacts

which block injection under only one bias polarity, and
metal-Ge surface barrier contacts that typically block well

only when negatively biased. The bipolar blocking

behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 2 where the leakage

current from an a-Gc contact detector is plotted for both

negative and positive detector biases. Under either detector

polarity, one of the a-Ge contacts is positively biased and

1000

Fig. 2. Meaiured leakage cuxcmt plotted at a function of bias voltage at

three dtflereiu temperature! for a p-type Oe detector fabricated with a-Oe
eiecirical contacts (a-Oc/p-iype Ct/a-Oc devioe). The detector Ihtckneu
and Qctire area were I cm and 1.7 cm', rcfpecthnely.
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ihe other negatively biased, yet low leakage is obuiaed at

typical operating temperatures.

The electron or hole energy barrier to charge injection is

an important property of a contact that dictates the level of

charge injected into the detector which in turn can impaa
energy resolution if excessive. To determine the electron

barrier of an amorphous contact, %vc fabricate a detector

consisting of p-type Ge with a Li n -f- contact on one side

and the amorphous contact to be evaluated on the other;

Under reverse bias, the depletion within this detector

begins at the Li contact and, as the bias is inoreased,

extends towards the amorphous contact At full depletion,

the field penetrates to the amorphous contact, and a step

increase in the leakage current is observed that is a result of

electron injection at the amorphous contact. By measuring

this step height as a function of temperature and fitting the

data to a simple thermionic emission model [12], wc are

able to extract out the electron barrier. An example

measurement from an n + /p-type Ge/a-Ge detector is

given in Fig. 3a » and the barrier height extraction is shown
in Fig. 4 plot (a). Similarly, an n-type Ge detector with a

B'implanted p-f contact (or Pd metal-semiconductor

contact) on one side and the amorphous contact on the

opposite side can be used to determine the hole barrier of

the amorphous contact. An example measurement from a

Pd/n-type Ge/a-Ge detector is shown in Fig. 3b and the

bole barrier height determination in Fig. 4 plot (b). From
simple Schottky contact theory, the sum of the electron

barrier and the hole barrier for a particular contact should

equal the Ge bandgap energy. From Fig. 4, we see that the

sum for this particular a-Ge contact is 0.68 eV and is

reasonably close lo the Gc bandgap energy (at the average

measurement tempera turc of 135 K) of 0,72 eV.

The barrier heights of the amorphous-semiconductor

contacts depend in part on the semiconductor used and the

method by which they arc deposited. This is an important

tool that can be used to optimize detector performance.

Our standard method to deposit the amorphous films is rf

:»puttcnng in pure Ar and Ar-H2 gas mixtures. The
addition of H2 to the sputter gas produces a-Ge and a-Si

Blms of suKstantially higher resistivities than those

obtained with pure Ar sputtering and also impacts the

barrier heights. A summary of the barrier heights measured
for a few dlfTerent types of amorphous-semiconductor
contacts is given in Table 1 [13]. The data show that a-Ge
sputtered in pure Ar (a-Ge (Ar)) produces electron and
hole harriers of nearly the same value, which is approxi-

mately half of the Ge bandgap. If, for fabricadoo

simplicity, a single contaa process were used to produce

all contacts on a detector, it would seem that the a-Ge (Ar)

contact would be the best since it should lead to the lowest

detector leakage. Howevcc; the reascivity^of tliB«-<je(Af) »

can potentially be.low enouglrco de^radecaergy Raotuttoati

st% a nsttlr 'ofthe^-Johnson noise asaodated with thftiovr

^
inter-oontact tcastance caused by tbs a-Oe-(A^ layw The

' addition of H3 to the sputter gas increases the a-Ge fihn

resistivity by several orders of magnitude and solves this

BlasM

Fig. 3. Measured leakage cuncnt as s ninctloa of bias voltage for Ge
deiecton at various temperanms. (a) Detector with a oonfipjntion of U
dilTuston/^fype Oe/a-Ge (Ar*^ 17.5% Hj). The detector thickness aod

ares were 0.6cm and 3.5 cm'. respectively, (b) Detector witb a configon.*

liOB of Pd/a-type Oo/s-Oo (Ar 17.5% Hz)^ The detector liuckoess and

area wcte 0.6cm and 3.1 cm', respectively.

problem. >ia>^pazt^. for this reason^ we typically usB:-8i<ie:«*

(Ar -i-Ui) to psoduoe fioeiy.segsncmed .detectors. -

Detectors produced with a-Ge (Ar 17.5% H2) contacts

for both the positive and negative contacts operate with

low leakage and good spectroscopic performance at

temperatures near that of liquid nitrogen. ,J^-:iiowever,.

.

tbe. detactoe temperatune is. increased to.. abiwt.\9raS^'or'i

abovCr the leakage, current caa. 6e . ajgpiflCffiBtacsaQqgfa; ta^

vdiqgM^'tfte'dtoecor'eBergy sesoioiknu The temperature

dependence of the leakage current for an all a-Ge
(Ar'M7.5% H2) cootaa detector is shown in Fig. 5a.

The leakage current step increase exhibited in the plots

results ttom electron injection at the negative contact when
full depletion is reached. As the data of Table 1 indicate,

the addition of H2 to the sputter gas has not only increased

the a-Ge film resistivity, but ic has also increased the hole
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0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012

1/T[1/KJ

Rg. 4. Ptol Ulustraiing ite bartter betshi extinction from the data

E'uuctcd barritr heigh., for «i»orphD»„ iemiconducfor co-iact. on I

^(cV) ^hUV) ^.*^h(eV) P(«c=)

k'Ge (Ar)

B-Ge (Ar+ (7.5% Hj)

a-Si (Ar)

0.34 0.70 .
-lOjylO^

0.:9 0.y9 0.68 - 0
.

0.39 0.28 0.67 -JO

Th« «um of the elecirc

measured at 77 K. are d
,„ and bole bamer hdgbtt and fihn f«istrntl«

bo listed.

barrier ai ihe expense of the electron barnj. The reduced

ekwiron barrier U then the primary cause of the leakage m

fTT" wThave demonstrated that replacing the negauve

contact wiA the higher electron barrier a-Si contart

iantially lowers the
<«««f«%.'*'^^»8.Jif

tetnpcn..ur«. This is shown in Fig 5b. Such » detector

configuration is appropriate when higher operanng tcm-

"SirnlL'SS garnma-ray detector, wi* a-^^^on-

wets have successfully been produced for several PWtotype

maging instruments (4,14-171. A typical conflgurau^o fo'

Lrdttcctors is the orthogonal-strip geometry with str^

pitches between 1 and 2 mm and det«aor volumes M targe

aj 160cm*. Excellent energy resolution

rional position detection (6,7.18) are achjev^ «^
detectors. We have also demonstrated the fine-electrode

segmentation capabiUty of the contacts by fabncatmg strip

detectors with pitches down to SOjua.

X rutuie Improvements

Despite the substantial success achieved with Ge-based

detectors fabricated using amorphous-semiconductor con-

tacts, issues remain to be resolved before the fuU potent al

of the devices »aU be realiwd in largc-scale insuumenis.

These isiHH-f include ewxasive leakage at temperatures-

significantiy above that ofUquid niirogen. leakage current

1
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Bl88(VI

duckseo ««1 active itia »e.e 1 cm »nd > eni . *°'^r!rST

Tte <kt«tor ihickneM ««l .wa were tern Md ton'. fe^i*»«y-

degtBdaiitm whh tempcratuie <^'in* f«*,«*f^=*^
ti^winter^ntact surfaces. The excessive leakage current

Ze was discussed in the previous section and, as we »«ve

^own. can be addressed through the development and

opSarion of the a-Oe/Gc/a-Si deteaor configurauon

and other similar structures. o-
Cycling the temperature of an amotphous^ontart Ge

detMtor from cryogenic temperatures to room temperature

SdThen backlo a low temperature again typically causes

the leakage current of the detector to mcrease at the

operating temperature. Such temperature cyding .s un-

in\^ deteaor evaluation and ^ume«
assembly process. The gradual mcrease m '""^^

caused by this cycling can ultimately lead to de»^d^

energy resolution. We have found that the extent of tiiis

degrldation is dependent on the parameter used durmg

the sputter deposition of the amorphou»^conduc«or

a«r (KmpcraVure. power, sputter gas mixture and

i^ure) a^ can be substantially reduced through
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judicious selection of the parameters. However, additional

work in this area is necessary to optimize (he sputter

deposition process for improved cycliog behavior, verify

the reproducibility of the rejcul», and determine the

robustness of the hnproved process when applied to

large-area segmented detectors.

When charge from a gamma-ray interaction event is

collected to the surfaces separating adjacent contacts rather

than to the contaas themselves, a deficit in the measured
charge results that can degrade spectroscopic performance

[5-7]. The extent of this incomplete charge collection is

affected by the nature of the amorphous-semiconductor
layer on the inter-contact surfaces. Several possible

approaches exist to lessen or eliminate this problem und

include (1) optimizing the amorphous layer and surface

processing so that charge accumulation inhibits the

collection of signal charges at the inter-contact surface

[7). (2) minimizing the area of inter-contact surfaces at the

orice of greater inter-contact capacitance and, conse-

quently, electronic noise, (3) etching away the amor-
phous-semiconductor surface layer between contacts [8],

(4) maldng use of f!eld*shaping electrodes [6,7], and (5)

signal processing to correct for the charge loss. Further

work in this area is required to determine the efTcctiveness

and reliability of each approach as well as to identify any
shoncomings so that the best solutions can be applied to

future detectors.
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